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Q1: In your organization, who or what has the largest influence on the 
culture aboard ship? (All Respondents)

n = 54



Q1: In your organization, who or what has the largest influence on the 
culture aboard ship? (Shore-based Respondents)

n = 15



Q1: In your organization, who or what has the largest influence on the 
culture aboard ship? (Sea-Going Respondents)

n = 29



Q1: In your organization, who or what has the largest influence on the 
culture aboard ship? (Deckhands)

n = 11



Q2: The culture aboard ship is fairly consistent from year-to-year.

n = 53



Q3: The culture aboard ship closely mirrors that of the culture in the 
office.

n = 54



Q4: On the whole, staff/crew feel comfortable sharing ideas openly, 
even ones they think might be controversial.

n = 54



n = 53

Q5: Our best crewmembers tend to return for multiple seasons.



Q6: Complete the following sentence, as it might be used within your 
organization:“We have a culture of ___________"

n = 54



Q10: What role do you play aboard/ashore?

n = 54



20 Sheets 
of paper 6 Minutes

No scissors
No tape
No glue

Paper Tower Challenge
In your teams, build the tallest, free-standing tower you can!



Paper Tower Challenge
In your teams, build the tallest, free-standing tower you can!







ʻʻIt’s better to put introverts together” (?) 



“Teams are more effective when 
everyone is friends away from work” 

(?)



Ideal team make-up (?)
1 x math PhD
2 x software engineers
1 x data analyst
1 x Harvard MBA



Ideal team make-up (?)
1 x Harvard PhD
2 x Harvard engineers
1 x Harvard analyst
1 x Harvard MBA



Ideal team make-up (?)
1 x Rotary PhD
2 x Rotary engineers
1 x Rotary analyst
1 x Rotary MBA



Team Norms



How individuals
treat each other







Build 
Safety

Share 
Vulnerability

Create 
Purpose



Build
Safety







A
Standard Training

Additional 1 Hour:

- WIPRO Services
- Star performer

- Shared first impressions

Embroidered fleece 
with company logo

B
Standard Training

Additional 1 Hour:

- Happiest times and 
best performances?

- Lost at sea: what skills 
do you bring?

Embroidered fleece 
with company logo

and own name



Retention:
Group B  250% > Group A



Overcommunicate your listening
Embrace the Messenger

Preview future connection
Overdo thank yous

Be painstaking in the hiring process
Create safe collision rich spaces
Make sure everyone has a voice

Pick up trash
Capitalize on threshold moments
Avoid giving sandwich feedback

Embrace fun
Eliminate bad apples



Overcommunicate your listening
Embrace the Messenger

Preview future connection
Overdo thank yous

Be painstaking in the hiring process
Create safe collision rich spaces
Make sure everyone has a voice

Pick up trash
Capitalize on threshold moments
Avoid giving sandwich feedback

Embrace fun
Eliminate bad apples



“No dickheads”



Share
Vulnerability









When we talk about courage, we think it’s 
going up against an enemy with a machine 

gun—The real courage is seeing the truth and 
speaking the truth to each other.  People 

never want to be the person who says ‘Wait a 
minute, what’s really going on here?’ But 

inside the squadron, that is the culture, and 
that’s why we’re successful.

Dave Cooper—Seal Team Six





1. You are all supporting actors
2. Always check your impulses
3. Never enter a scene unless you are needed
4. Save your fellow actor, don’t worry about the piece
5. Your prime responsibility is to support
6. Work at the top of your brains at all times
7. Never underestimate or condescend to an audience
8. Trust.  Trust your fellow actors to support you.  Trust 

them to come through for you if you lay something heavy 
on them; trust yourself.

9. Avoid judging what is going down except in terms of 
whether it needs help, what can best follow, and how you 
can support it imaginatively if your support is called for

10.LISTEN





Make sure the leader is vulnerable first and often

Deliver the negative stuff in person

When forming new groups focus on two critical moments:
(1st disagreement & 1st vulnerability)

In conversation, resist the temptation to reflexively add value

Aim for candor, Avoid brutal honesty

Embrace the discomfort

Separate performance review and professional development



Create 
Purpose



Danny Meyer – Union Square Hospitality Group





“Read the guest”



“Athletic hospitality”



“Be aware of your emotional wake”



“if it ain’t broke, fix it”



“Put us out of business with your generosity”





“Work Hard, Be Nice”



“No shortcuts”



“Everything is earned”



“Be the constant, not the variable”



“The excellence reflex”





“It’s an honor, not a job”



“Go for the gap”



“Front up, or f**k off”



“Better people make better All Blacks”



“Leave the jersey in a better place”



Name and rank your priorities

Be 10x as clear about your priorities as you 
think you should be

Determine: proficiency vs creativity

Measure what really matters

Use artifacts

Focus on bar setting behaviors



Training for proficiency

Fill the group’s windshield with clear models of excellence

Provide high-repetition, high-feedback training

Provide vivid, memorable rules of thumb (if X, then Y)

Spotlight and honor the fundamentals of the skill



Training for Creativity

Keenly attend to team composition and dynamics

Protect the team’s creative autonomy

Make it safe to fail and to give feedback

Celebrate hugely when the group takes initiative





Culture is not something you experience, it’s something you do.
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